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What are root-servers ?

¤ Root servers are authoritative servers responsible for 
answering DNS questions about the root zone.

¤ 12 Organizations are responsible for 13 hosts
¡ ICANN is one of them.

¤ 13 hosts are deployed over hundreds of locations

¤ Using Anycast, the number of instances > 1000

¤ The IANA function is responsible for root-zone 
management.
¡ IANA function is run by PTI, an affiliate of ICANN 
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What do we see at our root-server

¤ We see more and more traffic at our root-server

¤ The root-server system acts as a filter for the rest of the 
domain name system.

¤ when a question is syntactically correct and the answer 
is known, only then a response is “useful”.

¤ When SIDN (.NL) gets a question from a resolver, it is 
highly likely that the root-server system was asked 
before.

¤ So what do we see at root-servers?
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Prologue
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What do we see at our root-server

¤ IMRS statistics for 18th Nov 2019
¡ total: 12.9 G responses (12.859.473.447)

• 81.44% UDP-v4
• 14.31% UDP-v6
• 3.59% TCP-v4
• 0.66 % TCP-v6 

¤ 98.5% queries saw a response.
¡ High-frequency identical queries get one response

¤ We’re going to ignore TCP for this effort (not statistically 
significant)
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What do we see at our root-server

AA RCODE Ans Description
Set NOERROR 0 NODATA 0.84%
Set NOERROR 1+ Auth Ans. 3.31%
Set NXDOMAIN 0 NXDOMAIN 62%
Clear NOERROR 0 Delegation 34%
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What about caching

¤ 34% of all queries result in delegations

¤ All delegation point NS records have a 2-day TTL

¤ Proper caching: at most 1 query per TLD per source IP

¤ Of the 34% delegation responses:
¤ 98 % are duplicates
¤ 2% are unique
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What does bogus look like

¤ 2.7% of Authoritative NODATA are for type A6

¤ Large amount of proper delegations are for RFC1918 
reverse address space (and other lame addresses)

¤ Reflection and Amplification attacks

¤ Spam traffic (loads of MX queries)

¤ DGA related traffic
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Conclusion

¤ The root server system is One Big Filter for loads of bad queries
¤ Only 34% result in a delegation

¤ The bulk of the 62% should never have been send in the first place

¤ The bulk of the 34% should have been properly cached.

¤ The 34% of delegations still contains loads of DGA, RFC1918 
address space, spam traffic.

¤ It is nearly impossible to “fix” any of this “at the root”
¤ (if you don’t respond, things get worse)

¤ Some recommendations for resolvers:
¤ Properly cache, local root copy, ACLs, domain block lists
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ITHI: an ICANN Initiative

¤ ITHI, or Identifier Technologies Health Indicators is an 
ICANN initiative to “measure” the “health” of the 
“identifier system” that “ICANN helps coordinate”.

¤ The goal is to produce a set of indicators that will be 
measured and tracked over time that will help 
determine if the system of identifiers is overall doing 
better or worse.

¤ This is a long-term project, expected to run for a 
number of years.
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ITHI Phases

¤ Phase 1: Analysis (2015-2016)
¡ Strategic choice to define problem areas first
¡ Many discussions with the larger community
¡ Split of project ICANN / RIR

¤ Phase 2: Development (2017-2018)
¡ Building platform
¡ Finding partners
¡ Getting data

¤ Phase 3: Sustaining (2019-…)

We are here now
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The home page at ithi.research.icann.org provides a quick view of chosen indicators.

Simplified Indicator Dashboard
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Complete Dashboard
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Metric Name Data Source
M1: Inaccuracy of Whois Data ICANN compliance dept.
M2: Domain Name Abuse ICANN’s DAAR Project

https://www.icann.org/octo
-ssr/daar

M3: DNS Root Traffic Analysis Samples of DNS root 
traffic

M4: DNS Recursive Server Analysis Summaries of recursive 
resolvers traffic

M5: DNS Resolver Behavior APNIC
M6: IANA registries for DNS parameters Scan of recursive 

resolvers traffic
M7: DNSSEC Deployment Snapshots of DNS root 

zone
M8: DNS TLD Traffic Analysis Summaries of TLD traffic
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ITHI Data: ICANN + Partners + Contracts

¤ ICANN (Internal Data)
¡ Compliance department (M1)
¡ DAAR (M2)
¡ L-Root data (M3)
¡ Root zone (M7)

¤ White box measurements with partners
¡ Measurements at recursive & authoritative servers
¡ M4, M6, M8

¤ Black box measurements
¡ APNIC/Google Ads platform
¡ Eyeball view of resolvers M5
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Privacy

Raw Data

ITHI
Analysis

Publication
Via

Open Data
ProgramStatistics

ICANN Partner

ICANN Org

No PII, only statistics,
are sent to ICANN org

No “naming and 
shaming”

ITHI
Tool
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DAAR: Domain Abuse Activity Reporting

“Systems are particularly prone to failure when the person 
guarding them is not the person who suffers when they 
fail.”  (Ross Anderson, 2001)

Lack of security is an incentive problem as much as it is a 
technical problem.

A growing need for proactive detection and mitigation 
strategies by actors that operate domain names. 

There is lack of knowledge about security threat 
concentrations in TLDs and their operators.
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What is DAAR?

¤ A system for reporting on domain name registration and security 
threat data across TLD registries

¤ DAAR data can be used to
¤ Report on threat activity at TLD level
¤ Study historical security threats or domain registration activity 
¤ Help operators understand or consider how to manage their 

reputations, anti-abuse programs, or terms of service
¤ More informed security decision making and policy
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Where does the data come from?

¤ DNS zone data
¤ Publicly available methods Centralized Zone Data Service 

(CZDS) 1220 gTLDs, 192 million domains

¤ Published WHOIS registration data
¤ Accurate registrar reporting depends on WHOIS Scaling data 

collection 

¤ Open source data

¤ commercial abuse threat data

¤ reputation blacklist (RBL) data 

¤ Some of these data feeds require a license or subscription
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Where does the data come from?

¤ DAAR uses multiple abuse Reputation Blocklist (RBL) datasets to 
generate
¤ Daily raw counts of domains associated with security threat
¤ Daily total and cumulative percentage security threat domains 
¤ Calculate monthly/yearly newly added security threat domains
¤ Visual analytics regarding security threat trends

¤ DAAR collects domain data for 
¤ Phishing 
¤ Malware
¤ Spam
¤ Botnet Command & Control
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Where does the data come from?

¤ SURBL lists 
¤ (Spam – Phishing - Malware)

¤ Spamhaus Domain Block List 
¤ (Spam - Phishing - Malware - Botnet C&C)

¤ Anti-Phishing Working Group 
¤ (Phishing)

¤ Malware Patrol 
¤ (Malware, Ransomware, Botnet C&C )

¤ Phishtank
¤ (Phishing domains)

¤ ABUSE.CH 
¤ (Ransomware tracker, Feodo tracker)
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Is DAAR an Abuse List?

¤ ICANN does not compose its own reputation blocklists

¤ DAAR presents a composite of the data that external entities use to 
block threats 

¤ DAAR collects the same abuse data that is reported to industry and 
Internet users and is used by 
¤ Commercial security systems
¤ Academia and industry

¤ These usages show that these datasets exhibit:
¤ accuracy, reliability and low false positive rates 
¤ global coverage
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Abuse Type Distribution
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Number of Domains Identified as Security Threat
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Thank you!

¤ Root-server analytics
¡ Roy.Arends@icann.org

¤ ITHI
¡ Alain.Durand@icann.org

¤ DAAR
¡ Daar@icann.org
¡ Samaneh.Tajali@icann.org
¡ John.Crain@icann.org
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Engage with ICANN

Visit us at icann.org

Thank You and Questions

Email: email

flickr.com/icann

linkedin/company/icann@icann

facebook.com/icannorg

youtube.com/icannnews soundcloud/icann

slideshare/icannpresentations

instagram.com/icannorg

https://www.flickr.com/photos/icann
https://www.linkedin.com/company/icann
https://www.twitter.com/icann
https://www.facebook.com/icannorg
https://www.youtube.com/user/ICANNnews
https://soundcloud.com/icann
https://www.slideshare.net/icannpresentations
https://www.instagram.com/icannorg

